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Meemo’s Farm
THE ULTIMATE DESTINATION FOR THE LADY SHOOTER
SAYS ANDREA BOGARD

A

re you looking for that perfect girls
getaway? A romantic adventure? A
family vacation? Or, simply a place
to go recharge the soul, then check
out Meemo’s Farm in Evart, Michigan.
The first question you’ll ask yourself as you
drive along the quiet gravel road is “Are we lost?”
Don’t worry, your GPS is correct. You are in fact
about to embark on a wonderful journey of
sporting hospitality free from the chaos of normal
life.

Come along as we explore the diverse and
wonderful destination of Meemo’s Farm!
Are you a sporting clays shooter? Then check
out the beautifully designed 13-station clays
course set in the rolling hills of Michigan. If
you’re looking for a warm-up, they offer skeet,
trap and 5-stand courses all set within the lush
landscape.
Do you prefer live birds? Then look no
further. Meemo’s brings the fine English tradition
of the Tower Hunt to Michigan. In addition,

they offer walk-up pheasant and chukar hunts
throughout the year. The season runs August 15th
through April 30th.
A word here about the walk-up fields. Many
walk-up hunt destinations feature bland
landscape and minimal cover. Meemo’s boasts a
variety of topography, foliage and cover. From
mixed hardwoods and sorghum to corn and
conifers, the rolling hills and expansive fields
create a visually intriguing hunting experience.
Are you a pistol/rifle shooter? Meemo’s has
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Meemo’s Farm offers a magnificent sunken
indoor spa, authentic sauna and therapeutic
massage services.
With top-notch amenities and activities, the
food and hospitality have a high bar to meet.
And meet it they do. From the moment you walk
in the door of the main lodge, your every need is
met with a smile and a “yes!”
The chefs create magnificent meals that blend
iconic regional dishes with elegant artistry. All is
prepared with creativity and care and served with
a spirit of welcome.

fun to be had in that arena, as well! Come enjoy
rifle targets from 100 to 600 yards. You may
bring your own firearms or shoot the Farm’s.
The rifle package includes a range of calibers
from 22-250 to 50 cal. The pistol range is
composed of discipline appropriate distances and
can be shot with .22 to 50 cal.
Let’s change gears a bit. In addition to the
shooting and hunting activities, Meemo’s is a
marvelous recreational destination. You can rent
4-wheelers and snowmobiles, go canoeing or
kayaking, check out the ropes course, ski or hike
the onsite nature trails or wet a line in one of the
numerous ponds on the property.
After long days of fun outside, what better
way to relax than with a spa experience!
For many, the goal of a getaway is rest for the
body, soul and spirit. The accommodations at
Meemo’s Farm offer something for everyone. Are
you looking for a romantic and quiet escape?
Then look no further than the Lake Cottage.
Nestled alone beside a beautiful lake, enjoy the
peace and serenity of your own private firepit,
outdoor hot tub and covered front porch.
Do you want a family vacation or group
getaway? Then check out the Lanes. It has a real
bowling alley, complete with everything you need
to outfit your crew with shoes and bowling balls
of various sizes.
In addition to the Lake Cottage and the
Lanes, the Annex, the main lodge and the new
Pecks Lakehouse all can house various group
sizes. These are great for larger groups and
events! Meemo’s can help you define the best
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lodging option for your group size and desired
goals.
Meemo’s Farm in Evart, MI is the ultimate
sporting destination for the lady shooter.
Whether a clays shooter, hunter or overall
outdoor enthusiast, Meemo’s is the premier oasis
to recharge and revitalize. Once you visit, you’ll
find yourself coming back year after year.
Contact them today for availability and booking
information! n
meemosfarm.com
12081 3 Mile,
Evart, MI 49631
(231) 734-9066
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MEEMO’S FARM
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